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Speedy microfibre mop head 40x13 cm with polyester backing and flaps with two holes fitting the frame ref. 00008116AB

Product

Mainly used for mopping in medium/high dirty floors (in hotels, houses, offices, hospitals, etc)

Suggested for the cleaning of corners and vertical walls with the Speedy frame ref. 00008116AB and thanks to  the use of the frame

ref. 00008316AB (Lock System) it is ideal for the cleaning of the ceilings

Use

* Innovative mopping system: it holds more dirt than conventional mop heads. More yarn and the finer  microfibre yarn structure
provides more magnetism and catches more dirt. Its exclusive looped design gets into the grooves and pores reaching edges and
corners.
* Two-holes flaps in order to grant a better fixing system of the flap to the frame
* Looped end yarn which grants a longer lige of the mop head: non-fraying and -linting possibility
* Available with coloured microfibre: blue, red, yellow and green
* No latex
* Made in Italy with solar energy

Features

40

Dimensions
L=Length (Cm)

13W=Width (Cm)

0,130Net weight/pc. (kg)

3,667Gross weight/Package (Kg)

0,024Volume/Package (m3)

25 pcs per boxPackaging

Material Yarn: microfibre (80% polyester, 20% polyamide)

Backing: 100% polyester

Flaps: polyurethane

Sewing:  polyester sewing thread

Technical Data

Washing cycle



TECHNICAL SHEET

250 washings if all washing instructions and warnings are respected

* Follow carefully the washing instructions and warnings on the detergents packaging (temperature and dosing) before washing the
mop
* Pre-wash cycle in cold water to remove any residue of mopping solution
* No softner
* No chlorine or bleach
* Use alcaline detergents with Ph<11
* Use the net bags specific for mop heads
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Suggested washing temperature: 55/60° C with normal detergents for textiles (we kindly advise you to follow the chemical
manufacturer's indications)  - Washing temperature: max 90°C (+/- 5°C) ONLY WITH WATER - normal rinse cycle - normal tumble
dryer (not over 900 revolutions) - no drying-chamber

Washing instructions and warnings

Other Versions

OTHER VERSION DESCRIPTION REF. OTHER 
VERSION

8516A SPEEDY SLEEVE 40X13 CM. BLUE MICROFIBRE

8516B SPEEDY SLEEVE 40X13 CM. RED MICROFIBRE

8516C SPEEDY SLEEVE 40X13 CM. YELLOW MICROFIBRE

8516F SPEEDY SLEEVE 40X13 CM. GREEN MICROFIBRE

Accessories

ACCESSORY DESCRIPTION

00008116AB FOLDABLE SPEEDY PLASTIC MOP HOLDER 40X11 CM - BLUE

00008316AB SPEEDY PLASTIC FRAME 40X11 CM WITH LOCK SYSTEM REF. 4028BL


